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hating the ok sounds of the letters of which it was Composed
into the modern ones. Nor had I been taught io break the

words into syllables; and so, when required one evening to

spell the word "a2qfl," with much deliberation,-for I had

to translate, as I went on, the letters a-w and v,,-I spelt it

word for word, without break or pause, as a-w-f-u-1. "No,"

said the master; "a-w, aw, f-u-1, awful; spell again." This

seemed preposterous spelling. It s'as sticking in an a, as

thought, into the middle of the word, where, I was sure, no

had a right to be; and so I spelt it as at first. The master

recompensed my supposed contumacy with a sharp cut athwart

the ears with. his taws; and again demanding the spelling of

the word, I yet again spelt it as at first. But on receiving a
second cut, I refused to spell it any more; and, determined on

overcoming my obstinacy, he laid hold of me, and attempted

throwing me clown. As wrestling had, however, been one of
our favorite Marcus' Cave exercises, and as few lads of my
inches wrestled better than I, the master, though a tall and

tolerably robust fellow, found the feat considerably more

difficult than he could have supposed. We swayed from. side
to side of the school-room, now backwards, now forwards, and
for a full minute it seemed to be rather a" moot point on which
side the victory was to incline. At length, however, I was

tripped over a form; and as the master had to deal with me,
not as master usually deals with pupil, but as one combatant
deals with another, whom lie has to beat into submission, I
was mauled in a way that filled me with aches and bruises for
a full month thereafter. I greatly fear that, had I met the

fellow on a lonely road five years subsequent to our encounter,
when I had become strong enough to raise breast-hign the

"great lifting stone of the Dropping Cave," he would have

caught as sound a thrashing as he ever gave to little boy or

girl in his life; but all I could do at this time was to take

down my cap from. off the pin, when the afUiir had ended, and

march straight out of school. And thus terminated my school

education. Before night I had avenged myself; in a copy of

satiric verses, entitled "The Pedagogue," which-as they had
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